Client Experience of the Biofield Viewer™1 and Kinesiology Treatment
Mel Cunningham describes her experience and gave her permission to share.
Seeing is believing and I’m a photographer so I really genuinely believe the camera never lies.
When Sue told me it was possible to photograph my chakras, I was instantly intrigued. I mean,
how awesomely cool is that? Genuinely, I was way too intrigued not to go along and see what
exactly it was all about. And boy am I glad my curiosity won out that day. The power of the image
should never be underestimated.
I had previously had kinesiology treatment from Sue last year and I was blown away then by what
she managed to correct in a session; lifelong problems with my neck, knees and ankles. I still can’t
believe how long I carried those, and how seemingly easily she resolved them away. Because of
this I recommend her to anyone who complains to me about those kind of issues, or complaints
that won’t go away.
But chakra imaging turns out to be a whole other level of information, revelation and wonder; and
there is no hiding from the truth your body emits.
So, what actually happened and what’s involved?
After the first two healing sessions I noticed that each was starkly different in their focus and
treatments required. I will explain the logistical basics and then I will explore the more ethereal
experiences.
Sue sets up a standard camera and a nice bright light. She’s asked me to come in in plain
underwear... and yes she’s heated the room. So far, so normal. But when I stand in front of the
camera, the image on the screen is aglow with colours and shapes and lines all over my body.
Amazing colours and like an excited
kid, Sue starts explaining what they
all mean, and asking questions about
certain points of my body where it’s
glowing red/pinky/purple. And it is
FASCINATING. And I mean, if you’ve
been experiencing/ignoring any pain
or tension in your body, these images
flag it straight up.
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Now, I’m just going to skip to the latest photo-taking session we had, a few days after my second
healing session. After those sessions, my body is starting to look like those seated chakra images
you see everywhere, with precise circles in all of the 7 main points, and even some additional
ones. I hadn’t expected that they would be defined so quickly. They had been there in the first
session but there is a huge transformation in how beacon-like they are in the latest images.
The reason this struck me is because of the subtle but substantial changes in my body during and
after the second session I had with Sue. For anyone unfamiliar with kinesiology, the process is
quite simple, she uses muscle-testing to find out where help is needed by emotional, electrical,
structural and nutritional needs. Some of the answers are logical, some of them rather abstract to
me, though very clear to Sue, luckily!!
I just go along with whatever it comes out with. This time it needed nine crystals to be placed on
different chakra points on my body. I would have loved a photo of that, but anyway when they
were all on there, there was this massive amount of energy running up and down my body. Just
surreal, because everywhere else was quiet. And then I could feel the energy turning into a
column of energy, and I
could ‘see’ it was going
through all these different
colours changing from
yellow to green to blue to
purple. Then it turned
bright white and it
suddenly turned into two
parts that clicked and
locked into place to form
this super strong channel.
Yep, I just went with it
because it felt awesome
and like these two parts
had been waiting to be
reconnected.
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So, after all of this, physically what’s changed?
Well, I feel taller and straighter and calmer
and I can stand on one leg (which historically
has been impossible for me). A lot of the
pelvic pain has dissipated; most of the pain on
both sides of my jaw has disappeared and
there is the strangest, but most comforting
sense of peace inside.
And the most recent photos show this.... there
was so much more nourished greens and
blues in all these areas.
Prior to this mind-blowing session, my first
focused a lot more of the energy and structure
of my legs; and removing emotions from a
massive scar I have on my chest. In the first
‘before-treatment’ photo, this area was really
prominent.... and yet I had managed to forget
that it was there. I only think of it, when kids point at it, and ask what it is. And now when I look at
the most recent after photos, this whole shape and colour of it keeps changing.... it’s still clearly
needing attention but it’s now surrounded by more supportive, stronger chakras and I can see that
all in the photos. Take a look and you can see what I mean.
I can’t wait to see what the next session and photos reveal.... because it’s not just physically that
things are shifting for me, but in my work and relationships too.
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